
Reduce the time you spend on manually classifying your products. Let Artificial Intelligence (AI) do the
work for you, diving into the maze of classification codes. 

Simply review the suggested classifications and you’re ready to go. Get assurance on the application
of the correct duty rates and reduce the risk of big fines from the authorities. 

 Our AI-powered CAS Classification solution finds the best product classification code or verifies your
current classifications based on the information you provide, and it motivates why a particular code is
being suggested, giving you the confidence you need. 
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Confidently classify your goods with AI 
Product sheet CAS Classification



As the selected classification codes determine the applicable duty rates, excise rates, and measures
(such as import restrictions), it can have a ripple effect on your customs operations. It’s thus not
unexpected that classification is considered one of the cornerstones of customs. Organisations with a
lot of (new) items spend a lot of time and money to find the correct classification code for each item. 
With CAS Classification, this manual task is taken out of your hands. Powered by artificial intelligence,
it suggests classification codes based on the SKU description and/or images, and optionally the
country of origin you provide.

The more information you enter and the more extensive the description, the more accurate the result
will be. In return, you get the suggested classification code and the applicable duty rate, measures
and rulings. An explanation of the motivation for the chosen classification code and a confidence
score help to decide about the correctness of the results. 

Next to generating classification codes, the platform can also perform a health check on your existing
classifications to check whether these are still the correct codes to be used for your products, verify
that the codes are still valid, or find relevant rulings. Simply upload a document including the current
classification code, descriptions, images, and country of origin, and these get validated. Changes to
classification codes are suggested where applicable as the solution immediately shows those
classifications that require your attention.

Item management allows you to keep track of all products you classified. You can select the preferred
classification code and add comments to why you selected this code, classify your products again and
download your items with their respective classifications.
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How it works
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Wilt u meer informatie of wenst u contact met ons op te nemen? Raadpleeg dan
onze website of stuur een e-mail naar info@customs4trade.com. 

For more information or to contact us, visit our website
or email: gtm@customs4trade.com

Automation. Replace a time-consuming and error-prone process with an
automated solution. Let it do the background work, one by one or in bulk, to define
the correct code and you make the final call.

Compliance. Apply the correct duty rates and measures and make sure to verify
your classifications from time to time, double-checking whether you are still using
valid classification codes. Lift compliance to the next level by combining
classification with automated filing in CAS.

Validation. Provided reasoning and confidence levels on suggested commodity
code options give you the assurance you need to decide on the right classification
code for your goods. 

Get in touch
We’d love to hear from you.

Motstraat 30
2800 Mechelen 

Office F4, CT3 Building
Wigan Investment Centre,
Waterside Drive Wigan WN3 5BA

Belgium

United Kingdom
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Key benefits
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